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'The public interest requires doing today
those things that men of Intelligence and
Good Will wish, five or ten years
hence, had been done.'
— Edmund Burke
'Where there's muck there's brass.'
— Traditional Yorkshire Creed

1 Introduction
1
Why Oxfam
is Involved

Oxfam, through its involvement with more than a thousand projects
in eighty-five countries, meets the poor day by day, sees their deprivation and the stark absence of resources for their sustenance. Shortages
of water, of food, of medical drugs, fuel, fertilisers, topsoil and seeds,
livestock and implements confront us wherever we go. Yet at home we
see the opposite — prosperity, health, abundance and wastefulness;
even those below the poverty line discard materials freely.

2

There is growing recognition of the world's economic interdependence:
wasteful consumption of non-renewable resources in one country today
must be at the expense of consumption in another country tomorrow.
The scarcity of all resources in the world means that they will be
consumed only by those who can afford the correspondingly high
prices, namely the rich developed countries and the rich within the
developing countries. Growing world demand will result in even higher
prices and may consequently produce balance of payments deficits or
longer term debt problems and inflation for countries which are net
importers of scarce resources. Within the less developed countries the
poor will always suffer.

3

Oxfam cannot remain silent about this affront to all standards of
justice and equity. It is because we believe we must be involved, attempt
remedies and urge solutions, that Oxfam set up its Wastesaver project
(see Appendix I) and, three years later, based on the lessons learned
from our comparative lack of success, the first edition of this report
was written.

4

The purpose of the report was to identify significant opportunities
which, vigorously exploited in unison, would constitute a crude but
effective national strategy for domestic reclamation. It was written
for those who confirm policies, allocate funds and make decisions in
Brussels, Westminster, Town Halls and Head Offices of British industry
and Trade Unions. Finally it was offered to a group of people who had
given us much encouragement by their enthusiasm for enlightened
waste policies, for innovation and for concern about people rather than
things — the reporters and interviewers of British press, radio and television.

Little has changed since the first edition of this report was published
and the purpose remains the same.* Successive governments have continued policies of inactivity in the sphere of waste reclamation while
the pile of rubbish grows steadily higher.
Our theme is this: Private profitability is not always an adequate
criterion for decisions about the reclamation of Britain's waste resources.
Benefits to the community at large must also be considered. Nevertheless waste must be measured. Emotional arguments are not enough.
There is evidence that domestic reclamation is profitable to the country
as a whole. At the present time waste reclamation opportunities should
be grasped by flexible intermediate technologies, creating employment
and closely involving the community, not by rigid, capital intensive
high technology.

*No attempt has been made to update the prices in this revised edition which are
at 1917p 8 levels. 1980 prices would be some 45% higher.

2 The statistics of non-reclamation
7
The Problem

The need for an adequate programme to recycle the waste from households in Britain, Europe and indeed the whole developed world requires
little advocacy. Housewives feel it, government ministers make speeches
on it, local authorities debate it, research laboratories investigate it,
conservation groups campaign about it, industries run conferences on
it: the problem — nobody (or nearly nobody) does it.

8
Statistics

A. Eighteen million tonnes of domestic refuse per annum flow from
households, shops and offices in Britain1 - a yearly pile some sixty times
greater than the Great Pyramid of Egypt (a fitting monument to
Western society).
B. About half domestic refuse comprises glass, metals, paper, rags and
other recycleable materials — at least 8 million tonnes nationwide. Of
this, local authorities recover about 4% for recycling — around 300,000
tonnes per annum — and this is diminishing still further as unprofitable
schemes are axed. Of some 400 Waste Collection Authorities, 200
collected separated wastepaper from households in 1974 but this figure
has since fallen sharply. The reclamation industries recover more than
this but most of their collections are from industrial and trade sources.
Only a small proportion is domestic.
C. Britain is extremely dependent on imports of raw materials. Government acknowledges potential savings of £275 million to the U.K.
balance of payments by substituting reclaimed waste for imported
virgin raw materials. 2 Yet the War on Waste proudly launched in 1974
has not begun to achieve these savings.

9
Paper

To take as an example one individual class of materials, paper and
board, the statistics are striking.3 In 1976, of 6.8 million tonnes of
finished paper and board consumed in the U.K., 3.1 million tonnes
were imported. To make 4.0 million tonnes produced in this country
we imported 1.7 million tonnes of wood pulp but used only 2.0 million
tonnes of wastepaper. So two out of every three pieces of paper used
are not being recovered. However, the situation is even more clearly
unsatisfactory if one looks at newsprint — the material which the wastepaper consuming industry complains is too readily collected by voluntary bodies when no demand exists. In the first 6 months of 1977,4
home consumption was 646,000 tonnes of which 82% was imported.
Only 94,700 tonnes of waste newspaper were used for home production, just under 15% of total consumption and far below the limits of
technical possibility.

10
Bottle Banks

Since the first edition of this book was published there has been one
encouraging but surprising success - the widespread adoption of glass
collection centres known as Bottle Banks. It is encouraging because it
is a clear practical demonstration of the British public's willingness to
recycle its wastes. It is surprising because the economics of Bottle
Banks are marginal.5 Many readers may feel that decisions to use recycled materials are based more on big company policy (in this case a
desire to prevent the introduction of an American style "bottle bill"
into Britain) than on the hard economics described in this report. They
may well be right.

3 The benefits of reclamation
11

Against this back cloth of national reclamation inactivity, there is little
dispute regarding the benefits to Britain, or to any other developed
nation, from the pursuit of vigorous reclamation programmes.
Principally: —

12
Reduction of
Environmental
Damage

In recent years concern has arisen from instances of environmental
damage due to Waste Disposal. Recycling can reduce this. Metals, glass
and plastics can degrade the quality of agricultural land and conceivably
cause poisons to enter the food chain. Glass is hazardous to people and
animals. Plastics (especially films and containers) can cause entrapped
air pockets leading to soil instability and interfere with drainage. Oils
and chemicals can damage soil microbial structures and can leach into
water supplies. Even biodegradable materials such as paper and some
textiles, which do not cause permanent damage, produce a spongy
surface, unsuitable for building unless shredded, or preferably baled to
high density, before tipping.

13
Reduction of
Waste Disposal
Costs

These vary widely throughout the country. Most waste disposal is by
sanitary landfill at a cost of about £1.50 per tonne. Often such landfill
can be used to reclaim worked-out quarries or gravel pits. However
some Waste Disposal Authorities, particularly those in metropolitan
areas faced with a shortage of suitable landfill sites and public resistance to the opening of new ones for environmental reasons, are faced
with the alternative of long hauls of refuse into distant areas, or construction of expensive shredding, high density baling or incineration
plant. In these cases costs may be as high as £15 per tonne, most of
which arises from huge capital costs. By recycling part of the waste,
the rate of exhaustion of landfill sites can be reduced and the introduction of such expensive disposal techniques deferred or avoided.

14
Import
Substitution

Recycling provides substitutes for virgin raw material imports. An
additional 1 million tonnes of wastepaper per annum could save pulp
imports approaching £130 million; 130,000 tonnes of aluminium would
save a further £54 million. With other materials, a total of £275 million
balance of payments saving can be achieved.

15 Recycling saves energy. For paper, a tonne of newsprint manufactured
Energy from virgin pulp requires about 1500 KWh compared with 700 KWh
Saving for a tonne made from 100% recycled fibre, or 1100 KWh if only 33%
recycled fibre is used.6 For aluminium the figures are even more
dramatic. A tonne smelted from bauxite in the average smelter in
industry today requires 17,500 KWh. To recycle scrap to produce a
ton of aluminium requires only 5% of this or about 875 KWh. However,
energy consumed in the collection of recycleable materials must be

offset against these figures.7 It is likely that energy, not raw materials
will limit investment in aluminium producing plant, and hence production output in the U.K. over the next two decades.
16
Resource
Conservation

Recycling conserves scarce resources. Many people talk glibly of timber
being a 'renewable' resource, but it is a fact that in one person's lifetime
(1882-1952), man reduced the world's natural forests from 44% to
21% of the earth's land surface8 and the deforestation process continues. On a conservative estimate a 20% increase in the amount of
wastepaper used in U.K. paper and board manufacture alone could
save eighteen million trees per annum — equivalent to a forest the size
of Manchester. As resources become scarcer, so extraction costs
increase because the necessary infrastructure does not exist. Just as
we have become accustomed to the fact that North Sea Oil is more
difficult, dangerous and expensive to extract than oil beneath the
Saudi Arabian desert, so we must accept that similar rules will apply
to most of the world's natural raw material resources. Ultimately we
hope that design for long life and re-use will render much recycling
unnecessary, but we feel unable to cover this major subject in a short
report.

17 Recycling creates employment. Local authority experience is that eight
Employment people are needed to carry out the separate collection and baling of
Creation 1,000 tonnes of wastepaper per annum from urban domestic premises.
On this basis an increase of 20% in the amount of wastepaper used in
U.K. paper and board manufacture could lead to the creation of an
additional 3,000 jobs, with a saving to the Exchequer (reduced
unemployment benefit plus increased taxation) of the order of at least
£3 million per annum.
18
Litter
Prevention

19
Supply
Stability

Recycling prevents litter — not only by the physical consumption of
packaging but, more important, by educating the public to a sense of
the value of waste materials. One of the most successful recycling
campaigns ever run, the collection of aluminium beverage cans in San
Diego, California and Dallas, Texas, resulted in the recycling of over
400 million cans in four years, nearly 40% of the total distributed in
the area during that period. Many of the recycled cans were litter,
collected by children and volunteers in return for a $0.15 per pound
payment. We understand that latterly voluntary interest has waned and
the programme has offered a regular livelihood to the poor.
Finally, recycling should stabilise industrial production, by providing a
feedstock whose cost is independent of international commodity
markets and currency fluctuations. Its availability is unaffected, in the
short term, by wars, shipping and dock strikes or producer cartels
seeking economic or political advantage. Recycling became a national
passion in 1939-1945. In the long term it is proof against the exhaustion
of deposits or their annexation by new nations whose military or
economic power may surpass our own. However, it is important that it
is freed from the cyclical variations of price and supply that the market
has imposed in post war years.
10

4 The reasons for non-reclamation
20 The reclamation of many usable materials from domestic waste is
technically possible and within the competence of a local authority
or small firm. The Oxfam Wastesaver project collected, processed and
sold to industry the following average weights from each of five thousand
ordinary households in Huddersfield for a period of two years:

Kgs per household
per week
PLASTICS
0.03 —TEXTILES 0.1

WASTEPAPER
&
BOARD
0.5

This total of 2.73 kg represents about 20% of the total waste produced
by the average household. Collected from even a third of the twenty
million households in the country it would correspond to nearly a
million additional tonnes of recycled waste per annum. That paper and
board are 60% by weight of the total explains their dominance in the
arguments presented in this report.
21 Why then does the nation not set to and recover these riches from its
dustbins? It is not that the opportunities are unrecognised. James
Callaghan, then Prime Minister, wrote on 22 June 1977, "The Government is giving its full backing to the National Anti-Waste Programme".
Yet recycling can rarely have been at a lower ebb. Of about 18 million
tonnes of refuse disposed of in 1975/76 local authorities reclaimed
only 300 thousand tonnes, a figure which has reduced still further since
the first impression of this book. Adding a little more for private
collections this is still only about one eighth of the potential indicated
by Oxfam's experience. The reasons are not particularly complex but
are diverse. They include the apparently high cost of domestic waste
recovery, the fluctuating markets which shake the confidence of
would-be recyclers, the low cost and comparative purity of virgin
materials and finally the fragmentation of responsibility for the process
by which domestic waste is generated. Let us examine these.
11

22 The word 'apparent' is important. It signifies the cost to any single
Apparent Cost organisation contemplating a decision on waste recycling and unable
to realise for itself benefits which may occur to other bodies. For
example, a local authority may consider starting a wastepaper collection. It may offset the cost of the collection by the equivalent cost of
straightforward refuse collections and disposal. However, it will not be
able to take account of the unemployment benefit which the creation
of extra jobs will save the Exchequer, nor of the reduced cost of feedstock to the paper mill, nor of the non-financial benefits of reduced
litter on its own public parks and streets. A quantitative analysis of
this subject has been made by the Materials Recycling Project at the
Universities of East Anglia and Aberdeen.
23 Given the kind of conventional cost analysis performed by. local
Economic authorities to satisfy their ratepayer/electors (or industry its shareFluctuations holders), other cost factors have militated against waste reclamation in
recent years.
24 By 1973/74 the world economy had reached a peak. Demand for all
raw materials was equivalently high and, when the OPEC countries
demonstrated the power of producer cartels over raw material supplies, a pulse of buying vibrated the Northern industrialised world.
Spurred on by this unparalleled event, doomwatch prophecies of
resource scarcity gained currency (even with hardheaded industrialists)
and demand for recycling boomed.
25

In the four years 1974 to 1977 petroleum products doubled in price,
wage levels soared, and many other expenses inflated to give a virtual
doubling of domestic waste collection costs. Demand for industrial
products fell and the worst economic slump since the 1930s left world
demand for many raw materials, such as steel or paper and pulp, at
60%-65% of their former levels. The result is that prices for these
materials have remained virtually at 1974 levels — in real terms a
decrease of 50%. Thus reclamation schemes that made a 90% profit
in 1974 were unprofitable in 1978.

26 Not only is the present relationship between cost and sales price adverse
Lack of but, based on their experience of cyclical variations in the markets for
Confidence waste materials, few informed executives judge that the situation will
improve during the next few years if left to the interplay of market
forces. Many reclamation firms are medium sized or small and their
business planning is usually short term, 1 — 2 years at most. It is only
the largest firms in British industry that forecast even five years ahead.
Local authority budgeting is customarily performed on an annual
basis. The prospects for recycled materials, self-evident to the armchair
conservationist contemplating the last quarter of the twentieth century
(if not actually the third millenium!), may appear singularly unattractive
to the small merchant with an overdraft.
12

27 Had virgin industrial raw materials, often transported over transconVirgin tinental distances, not been subject to similar cost inflation? The
Materials answer, of course, is that many of them had. Sweden had a million
tonnes of wood pulp in stock. The Norwegian pulp industry, already
facing its worst depression for forty years, had to compete against its
neighbour's devalued Kroner currency and stopped all wastepaper
collections. Investment came to a virtual standstill. But it is one thing
to curtail a few men and a van doing a wastepaper collection, quite
another to shut a multimillion pound pulp mill. So pulp suppliers
offered huge discounts in the hope of keeping at least their market
share and breaking even.
28 Iron ore, bauxite, silica, lime and the other volume-mined materials, on
the other hand, are extracted by huge walking draglines and transported
by liner trains or bulk ore carriers, with labour and other elements in
their costs normally subordinate to capital, which may have been amortised several years ago. In the case of tin, copper and other valuable
metals, prices have held up quite independently of the economy and in
such places as the huge Bolivian tin mines, costs have been held down
by ruthless exploitation of the working population.
29 One reason for high collection and processing costs of domestic waste
Purity materials is the need for purity. While the metal industries, accustomed
to processing ores, are equipped to handle impure feedstock, the paper
mills' virgin raw material — woodpulp — is 100% pure and wastepaper
must compete. Although equipment is available to remove or disperse
impurities, the cost in capital, energy, water, manpower and pollution
must be set against the lower price of reclaim. Years of low raw material
prices and apparently inexhaustible (to those managements who overlooked deforestation) supplies have led to an industry incompletely
equipped to process wastepaper, although this is improving. Until
paper-making plant can accept higher levels of impurities and foreign
bodies ("pernicious contraries" to the trade) wastepaper collectors and
processors will have to reject or hand-sort loads and spend time and
money educating their public. The situation in the plastics industry is
even more acute, although higher prices make sorting more attractive.
30 Often standards of purity set by consumer industries are unnecessarily
high, maintained by works management preoccupied with quality
control and plant utilization rather than national considerations. The
glass industry, whose record of supporting reclamation schemes through
the Glass Manufacturers' Federation is a good one, still applies pressure
on voluntary groups to remove metal and plastic tops from bottles,
even though its member factories have perforce installed sorting and
screening equipment to prevent such contraries reaching the furnace
hearth. Anyone who has examined the contents of a Bottle Bank will
know that the battle for "cullet" free from bottle tops must have been
conceded some time ago.
13

31

Educationalists could assist by introducing knowledge of basic materials
into primary school curricula. It is an interesting, practical class lesson
to discriminate between brass, copper, aluminium and steel or to
identify wax paper, wet strength, polythene and laminates as contraries
in wastepaper. Schools which raise funds by recycling drives might have
clearer consciences if these had manifest educational value. It is pleasing
to learn that the National Anti-Waste Programme regards education of
children in resource saving as being of the highest priority.

32

Products from reclaimed materials are often regarded as lower quality
than virgin-based equivalents. Sometimes this has sound technical
justification — for example, further technical development is needed
to produce newsprint with very high reclaim content that will not break
during high speed printing, but often it is a subjective assessment such
as when advertisers assert that a high percentage of recycled fibre in
newsprint reduces print contrast and impairs advertisement impact.

33
Fragmented
Industry

None of these problems need obstruct resolute management, intent on
recycling wherever cost and technicalities permit. It is notable that,
within industry, process scrap and by-products undergo far more
extensive reclamation than outside. The difference is that one organisation controls most of the links in the recycling chain - scrap generation,
segregation, collection and transport, processing and resale or re-use.
The same body receives the revenue from the sale of any reclaimable
waste and must find the cost of collection and disposal of waste which
is not recycled or may have to install expensive effluent treatment
plant.

34

In the case of domestic waste, too many fragmented and separate
interests are involved. The material specification results from a complex,
variable relationship between manufacturer, retailer and public with, in
the case of packaging, a high degree of control by publicity men and
stylists. The public may dispose of the material as litter, dustbin waste,
on an open fire — or may themselves reuse it (e.g. jam jars). Even waste
collection and disposal responsibilities have been separated in England
and Wales following the 1974 reorganisation of Local Government.
Local authorities are ill-suited to an entrepreneurial role because they
are inflexible, slow moving and publicly accountable. They are, in
turn, dependent on industry to consume the material, at prices often
based upon virgin material markets in which they are not involved and
which they do not understand. Finally, one of the biggest beneficiaries,
the public Exchequer, has little direct control at any stage.

35

Is it, then, any wonder that the miracle of united purpose in 1940
could not be repeated, not even by dramatisation as a "War on Waste"
(the title of the Government Green Paper of 1974), or by the appointment of a senior industrialist as Director of the National Anti-Waste
Programme? Yet one cannot help feeling that weak national leadership
has been a key factor in the lack of progress in this field.
14

5 Reclamation worldwide
36

Despite the low ebb of recycling worldwide, there are a number of
notable developments which deserve mention.

37 In 1975 the municipality of Helsingborg opened a small plant to sort
Sweden and reclaim mixed industrial waste. The plant combines elegant
engineering with human sorting in a way not seen elsewhere. The view
has been taking hold, in Britain and elsewhere, that manual sorting of
waste materials, even if 'clean', is a degrading activity, unfit for humans
in the 1970s or 80s. Helsingborg is a practical demonstration of how
modern ergonomic engineering can counter this argument and exploit
the unique combination of hand, eye and brain which makes homo
sapiens the most cost-effective sorting agent. Work at the Helsingborg
plant is free from serious dirt, smell, discomfort and monotony and
offers a job for unskilled manual workers much in demand at a time of
worldwide high unemployment. This plant could be adapted to handle
source-separated, bulk-collected materials from households.
38 In the U.S.A. resource recovery technology is being applied on an
USA extravagant scale to the task of recovering recycleable materials from
Technology domestic garbage. Since 1971, at Franklin, Ohio, the entire city garbage
of 35 tons per day has been processed through a series of ingenious
machines which use every trick known to engineers to separate one
material from another. Paper is separated as a slurry which is pumped
direct to a local building board mill. The plant is experimental so its
enormous capital cost should be overlooked, but it currently operates
at an annual loss. It provides employment for less than a dozen staff,
principally maintenance workers.
39

Based on this and similar experiences, municipalities in the U.S.A. have
commissioned full scale, sophisticated resource recovery plants, notably
in Hemstead, New York (based on the technology used at Franklin),
at San Diego (where a liquid fuel is produced by pyrolysis), in Delaware
(where solid pellets of refuse-derived fuel are produced), and elsewhere.
All these plants recover ferrous metals, aluminium, glass and other
materials. However, technology generates problems as well as solutions.
A $25 million plant at Baltimore to generate steam through pyrolysis
encountered mechanical and pollution problems requiring modifications
costing several million dollars. In Portland, Oregon, and in Washington
D.C., state and city governments have refused to finance resource
recovery plants, preferring the alternative.

15

40
USA
Communitybased

These are source separation recycling schemes operated by citizen
groups employing low technology and minimal capital expenditure. At
a conference in Santa Barbara, in November 1976, the California
Resource Recovery Association, acting as hosts to dozens of nationwide recycling groups, described how Santa Barbara was recycling
over half of its newspaper.1 Other groups reported on kerbside pickup
schemes in Somerville and Marblehead, education to reduce the amount
of solid waste by a potential 40% in Modesto, community recycling
centres in Los Angeles, rural recycling schemes in Northern California,
source separation coupled with a 'Bottle Bill' (to ban use of non-deposit
beverage containers) in Berkeley and Portland, Oregon, and many
other schemes. The protagonists of these schemes feel that, 'Indeed
a national battle of some proportions is developing between the high
technology resource recovery systems supported by very large corporations, and the local low technology community-based recycling systems.
The high technology systems, with the support of million dollar
lobbying efforts, have so far proven much more capable of getting
funding'. 11

41
Japan

At Funabashi, 30,000 households separated mixed plastics waste for
processing in a Mitsubishi 'Reverzer' machine, which produces low
stress structures normally made from timber such as pallets, cable
drums and fencing.* In Japan, plastic forms a far higher proportion
of domestic refuse (8% - 12%) compared with Britain (2%). Purity
is normally a stringent requirement in plastics regranulation, where
even tiny supermarket labels can block the filters and stop production
from an expensive injection moulder. The Reverzer process overcomes
the problem by downgrading valuable polymer to a substitute for the
cheapest timber. Until plastics recycling technology advances (or retail
packaging is designed with recycling in mind) it can be argued that this
may be preferable to no recycling at all.

42
Switzerland

About one third of raw materials used by Switzerland's only glass
container manufacturer comes from a national glass collection scheme.
Vandal-proof skip containers with bottle-sized apertures are placed at
street corner locations and the tidy, municipally-minded Swiss use them
faithfully. The scheme has been introduced in the U.K. and initial
results are excellent. Once full, the skip containing several tons of glass
can be hauled direct to the glass manufacturing plant at a cost lower
than the extraction and transport of virgin raw materials.

43
BritainWarren Spring

At the Department of Industry laboratory in Stevenage, an experimental resource recovery plant has been developed to reclaim 50% by
weight from local refuse.
Based on this experience, full scale resource
recovery plants are operating in Tyne and Wear and at Doncaster. The

*It is reported that the fencing is popular with stable owners as horses
enjoy chewing timber fencing but spurn plastic!

16

Doncaster plant is expected to process 250 tons of refuse a day and
cost £2 million at 1976 prices. Wisely, no predictions about operating
economies have been made but it is anticipated that 39% of the waste
will be recovered, worth perhaps £600,000. This would leave overall
economies which 'compare very favourably with the simple bulk
handling of wastes to landfill sites and will be considerably cheaper
than incineration.
44
BritainWorthing

Since 1951, this small town authority has separated materials from
10,000 tons of refuse per annum, using a simple rotary screen followed
by manual sorting off conveyor belts. The plant has operated economically for many years, largely because its capital costs were amortised
many years ago.

45
BritainOxfam

From 1974, Oxfam, in association with the Kirklees Metropolitan
Council, have collected and recycled domestic waste from between
8,000 and 18,000 households. A variety of collection methods have
been tried but all depend on source separation by householders and
high co-operation (between 50% and 70% in most areas) has been
achieved. After two years of losses the collection of many materials
has been discontinued due to a combination of escalating transport and
labour costs and diminishing material sales values. The economics of
textiles and aluminium recycling have been sufficiently attractive to
justify a national collection network. For a full description of the
scheme see Appendix I.

46
An Assessment
of Reclamation
Worldwide

The above programmes have been chosen not to give a comprehensive
survey (in which at least a further hundred significant schemes would
justify inclusion) but because they illustrate the alternatives of high
and intermediate technology (see Appendix II). For example, the high
technology resource recovery schemes tend to downgrade material
quality more than community source separation schemes.

47 We recommend that a National Industrial Strategy should lay down,
Which Level following adequate public discussion, a balance of funding of these two
of Technology? levels of sophistication. Our view is that:
A. The experimental work at Warren Spring and the high
technology plants at Doncaster and Tyne and Wear are valuable
and should continue to be strongly backed. Our expectation is
that (like so many incinerators) they will prove disappointing in
terms of operating reliability, economic performance and return
on capital employed, but this must be proven and subsequently
analysed.
B. There is inadequate funding of pilot plants at the intermediate technology level. The Department of the Environment
should fund the construction of a local authority reclamation
plant on the Helsingborg model, fed by source separation by
householders, collected in twin chamber compactor vehicles along
17

with refuse, and employing manual sorting with low cost engineering assistance. Oxfam has outlined and costed a possible plant
along these lines. Intermediate technology projects contribute
much to community life and s\ould receive Government support,
on the principle of profitability to the nation. Where possible
they should generate their own revenue (e.g. by material sales)
but Government funding should be made available in response
to clear savings in waste disposal costs, unemployment benefit,
imports, etc; on the basis that bonuses or grants should be up
to half the calculable economic benefit to the nation and
individuals should receive a fair wage for employment but any
profit thereafter should be ploughed back into the project.
The Government should set up Regional Reclamation Boards,
with clear budgets and power to approve funding (of both minor
capital and running costs) of properly submitted applications.
It is important that the existing waste trade is not impaired and the
above should apply only to domestic premises and small traders.
At Oxfam Wastesaver we have followed this principle and remained on
good terms with local waste merchants, many of whom received increased volume due to our collections.
48
Reclamation
in the
Third World

No description of the global reclamation scene should overlook practice
in the Third World. In most of the high population, low income, urban
areas total reclamation is the norm. Every tin can, every motor tyre
and every scrap of paper is collected for recycling or re-use. In India the
Gujle Wallah (scavenger of scrap materials), and the Kabadi Wallah
(collector of reusable goods) are occupations as common as refuse
collectors in Britain. An example is the wastepaper project pumpprimed by Oxfam in Cochin, South India, where women sort and grade
every small sliver from mixed printers' trimmings, to earn a subsistence
wage. Baling is performed with a large wooden box and a platten on
two lead-screws turned by large wooden capstans, each manned by two
men. Throughout the developing nations shoe soles made from motor
tyres, cups and jugs made from tin cans, a ploughshare from a vehicle
leaf-spring, are commonplace. Hens and pigs are fed on every scrap of
vegetable peeling or food waste (in marked contrast to the £600 million
of food wastage every year in the U.K. ). It is plain that in low
incomes, low capital economy, total waste reclamation is practicable
and that, far from being more advanced, the Northern industrialised
nations have much to learn from the Third World about the development of a waste less society. Yet virtually no serious work has been
done on this subject, and the opportunity to learn frugality from their
example should not be missed.* Conversely, the Third World has much
to learn from the industrialised nations; for instance, storage technology
which could help prevent enormous harvest losses from disease or
vermin.
*'Work from Waste', a handbook by Jon Vogler for people in developing countries about how to create employment by recycling wastes, will be published
shortly by Oxfam and Intermediate Technology Publications Limited. Details
can be obtained from Oxfam or from IT Publications Ltd, 9 King Street,
London WC2E8HN.
18

6 A little cost analysis
49

We saw in paragraph 22 that an apparent cost of collection and processing of domestic waste in excess of the selling price was a reason for nonreclamation. Let us examine these costs and what can be done to rectify
the situation. We can either directly reduce cost or indirectly transfer
to the collector/processor some of the benefits to local government of
reduced waste disposal costs, to the Exchequer of job creation and to
industry of cheaper raw materials.

Profit from
Household
Collection

The experience at Oxfam Wastesaver (at September 1977 prices) may
be summarized, greatly simplified, as:
Cost of separate collection
of wastepaper from households:
£16 — £20 per tonne.
Cost of baling:
£10 — £13 per tonne.
The variation in this price is a function of material volume, collection
location, time of year, etc. It includes labour costs, overheads, plant
leasing, interest on capital, depreciation, etc., and operation in conformity with all regulations.
Total cost of baled mixed wastepaper (bmp) ex works is, therefore,
£26-£33 per tonne.
Sales price typical of many local authorities: £26 per tonne.
Result: between break even and £7 loss per tonne.
Even under optimum conditions the operation is unprofitable. Local
authorities, in general, pay higher wages, operate with better plant and
premises but receive less co-operation from public and employees.
Their costs may, therefore, be as high as twice this figure if they carry
out separate collections of wastepaper or other materials, but these are
offset by savings in normal refuse collections and disposal.

50 If the public brings material to a depot or civic amenity site (local
Reducing the authority refuse collection site open to the public) or if the collection
Collection Cost can be combined with the regular refuse collection round (as done by
Harrogate District Council among others) through the use of racks or
trailers, the collection cost may vary from zero to half the above
figure.
Then the total cost ex works: £10—£23 per tonne.
Sales price £26 per tonne.
Result: profit of £3-£16 per tonne.
There are problems of achieving combined collections with plant
currently available, particularly when refuse collectors are paid on
incentive bonus schemes. The development of suitable equipment is
an urgent business. Oxfam conducted trials with Green Bins — standard
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plastic dustbins, bright green to distinguish from the refuse bin alongside which they stand and fitted with a multi-trip liner sack - to be
used by the householder for all recyclable material. Oxfam also had
discussions with vehicle builders on the next stage of development an experiment, in conjunction with a local authority, in combined
collection of dustbins and Green Bins in a prototype twin chamber
compactor vehicle, with one chamber for each, followed by sorting of
the recycleables 'in plant' under optimum conditions on a special sorting
conveyor. This could achieve extremely high yields of reclaimed
materials at additional collection costs little greater than the associated
interest on capital and depreciation. Initial results indicated that a
collection cost for wastepaper substantially lower than £16 per tonne
is achievable. Sadly the vehicle builder decided there was no market for
such a machine and did not pursue the project.
51

One conclusion arising from the Wastesaver project and the Bottle
Banks is that British householders are acutely aware of the need for
reclamation and will co-operate in satisfactory numbers with a well
run waste collection system. Legislation of the type passed in Sweden
is unnecessary, but most local authorities have much to learn about
communicating with their public on these matters.
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One other means of reducing collection costs should be mentioned the use of volunteers. The National Anti-Waste Programme has published a Guide to Voluntary Waste Collections.1 s While this is a useful
contribution it can be fully exploited only if the other steps suggested
in this report, particularly those which create improved markets for
waste materials, are vigorously implemented.

53
Bonus
Payment

To encourage the waste collection authorities which they serve to
reduce the volume of refuse, some county councils have offered a
bonus for every tonne of refuse recycled. The West Yorkshire County
Council (October 1977) made Oxfam Wastesaver an ex gratia payment
of £250 in this respect. While small, this represents the establishment
of the most important principle of extending such payments to bodies
other than local authorities. This practice cannot always be justified
if capital plant, such as an incinerator, has surplus capacity, because the
greater part of the cost per tonne of refuse incineration is, in fact, the
interest on the capital and plant depreciation (little labour and no fuel
is required for modern incinerators). Even small payments by the
disposal authority can tip an unprofitable waste collection into profitability and Government should legislate to stimulate domestic waste
recycling by making such payments mandatory. The bonus, of 50% of
the demonstrable cash savings to the local authorities, should be defined for each collection and disposal authority. These provisions
should be incorporated as an amendment to the Control of Pollution
Act 1974.
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54
Job
Creation
Subsidy

The average U.K. local authority 16 employs 8 people to collect and
bale 1000 tonnes of wastepaper per annum from households. Assuming
that, when employed, each will pay £200 per annum in income tax
but that, unemployed, each will draw £900 per annum in benefits,
the cash saving to the Exchequer from their employment is £8,800 or
almost £9 per tonne of paper collected.* As in the previous example a
subsidy of 50% of this sum might tip an unprofitable waste collection
scheme into profitability. The programmes operated by the Manpower
Services Commission (MSC) offer even larger subsidies in cash. Job
creation projects in recycling offer better chances of generating revenue
to offset, if not equal, expenses than most other kinds of project and
thus create more jobs per pound of subsidy. Conversely the substantial
funds available to the MSC could, if wisely used in this way, compensate
for the shortage of funds available to the National Anti-Waste Programme.

55
Raw
Material
Prices

The cost to the paper mill of using wastepaper with a low yield and
additional processing is lower than the cost of using pure pulp. This
has led to an increase in the number of mills employing recycling
techniques (over 70 at present). The U.K. Paper Industry Research
Association18 estimated in 1974 that wastepaper processing cost
between £8.50 and £25 per tonne. Assuming de-inking to be at the
higher figure, and allowing 50% inflation, a wastepaper price to the
mill of £35 per tonne for 'news' and a loss of weight through the
de-inking process of 25%, we arrive at a de-inked pulp costing £97
per tonne. This is probably an overestimate
but still compares
favourably with the alternative, namely imported Scandinavian mechanical pulp at £130 per tonne, the 1976 official price, even if a discount is
offered. Similar calculations apply to other low grade papers and board.
The U.K. Paper and Board Industry has complained of a low return on
invested capital for many years and would no doubt react unfavourably
to any suggestion that it should stimulate the supply of low grade
wastepaper by increasing the price vis-a-vis virgin pulp.
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However, industry plans are dominated by market considerations and
take little account of the national interest. A few years ago the industry
claimed it would use wastepaper wherever possible,20 uttered a clarion
call for an additional 1 million tonnes per annum by 1980 and decried
those who challenged this forecast.21'
Recently the figure has been
reduced to half with no visible attempt to reduce pulp imports instead
and retain an ambitious target for wastepaper recovery.

* Figures
taken from Mukhcrjce's calculations in 1974 and increased for inflation.17
21
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Technically British mills are among the best in the developed world at
using wastepaper. From 1963 to 1974 the 'utilisation rate' increased
from 34% to 46% of total paper and board production. However,
because the latter remained virtually static at about 4 million tonnes,
while imports of paper and board doubled to about the same level,
the 'recovery rate' (in effect, consumption of wastepaper compared
with availability) is low: only 29% of the total paper and board consumption in 1976. In the ten years to 1973 the average annual increase
in wastepaper recovery was over 6% for the EEC as a whole but under
3% in the U.K.

58
Local
Authority
Salesmanship

Local authorities have been feeble in their role as salesmen of reclaimed
materials (compared with their efficiency as purchasers where their
high volume demand has been used to good effect by Joint Purchasing
Organisations). Not only have they failed to challenge the anomalies
in wastepaper prices referred to above but they have omitted to exploit
periods of high demand (such as 1973/4) to jointly negotiate more
favourable contracts for the supply of waste to the paper and board
industry. Many local authorities still meekly accept 'quota' arrangements
whereby their market can be abruptly cut, minimum prices set which
would lead to wholesale unprofitability and stringent quality standards
upheld. The effect of the latter is that any load that the mill inspectors
care to examine can be rejected on grounds of an excessive level of
impurities if other reasons for reducing the volume of supply cannot
be applied. The local authorities should forthwith set up a waste
material sales office within each Joint Purchasing Organisation, and
man it with top quality technical salesmen recruited from the waste
consuming industries.
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7 Markets for reclaimed materials
59

We have seen that vigorous domestic waste recycling is highly desirable
as a national strategy and is almost certainly profitable to the nation
as a whole, but in Britain we are falling far short in application. There
are no major obstacles involving technology or public co-operation,
but at times of economic recession low market demand means prices
for reclaimed materials are lower than the apparent cost of collection
and processing by paid labour. This is the crux of the non-reclamation
of materials in Britain. The effect of various means of reducing costs
and hence encouraging collections has been considered. Further measures to increase demand and thereby raise the effective sales price
received by the waste collector and processor must now be examined.
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Investment by
the Paper and
Board Industry

The Department of Industry's £23 million 'Paper and Board Industry
Assistance Scheme', of 25% grants towards capital investment in wastepaper processing machinery, was undoubtedly sound and widely welcorned. Even so it was only taken up slowly. When it is considered
that regional development incentives are also available it is plain that
the industry is reluctant to invest despite the favourable cost considerations hinted at in paragraph 57. Hitherto, the industry's record on
modernisation had by no means been a bad one and it is unlikely that
draconian measures, such as nationalisation or the creation of a
National Paper Corporation run by the National Enterprise Board in
competition with the private industry, will be necessary. However,
investment there must be and the Department of Industry should make
urgent arrangements with the industry for some or all of the following
alternatives:
A. Repetition of the incentives to invest in wastepaper consuming plant. As long as around 80% of British newsprint is
imported, the building of efficient de-inking plants should be a
high priority.
B. Increased levels of assistance (up to 50%) in return for the
mills paying higher prices for wastepaper collected in the U.K. It
is lamentable that, to avoid paying high prices to U.K. suppliers,
the mills have frequently imported wastepaper at even higher
prices - over 100,000 tonnes in 1976.
C. Products containing over a specified level of reclaimed
material to be zero (or even negatively) rated for VAT. The
attraction of this approach is that little additional administration
is involved and it can be implemented by a simple Treasury
decision next time tax cuts are contemplated.
D. Alteration of water and energy charges to a sliding scale
which favours low consumption, a measure already proposed to
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combat the energy crisis, (and incidentally one that would favour
the birth of small businesses) would in general act favourably to
encourage the use of reclaimed materials.
The recommendations of the Government Waste Management Advisory
Council have not so far achieved much visible effect on demand for
wastepaper. It did recommend the creation of a Government-financed
wastepaper stockpile, a proposal which was, wisely, never implemented.
The intention of the above measures is to create a real demand for
indigenous wastepaper up to the limit dictated by manufacturing technology and product quality, with imports of virgin pulp employed only
where they are technically necessary.
61
A Publicity
Campaign

62
Industrial
Demand

When, long ago, some Yorkshire weaver named a material he made from
reclaimed wool fibres 'shoddy', he did incalculable harm to the cause
of reclamation. When his successors introduced the 'woolmark' to
identify garments made from pure virgin wool and signify 'best quality',
further damage was done. Sadly the use of secondary raw material has
thus become erroneously associated in the public mind with poor
quality. No serious steps have been taken to eradicate this, which should
not be difficult given the power of Government-financed campaigns
(e.g. 'Save It'). A concentrated campaign that 'RECYCLED MATERIALS ARE BEST FOR BRITAIN' should accompany the zero rating
of VAT already suggested. At the same time, the Waste Management
Advisory Council, through the Industry Associations, should persuade
manufacturers to offer products made from a high proportion of
reclaim, and labelled accordingly: for example, newspapers, stationery,
plastic counterparts to 'Treesaver' bags and such steel products as toys,
garden furniture and dustbins. Many manufacturers play down use of
recycled materials and need encouragement to be bolder. Promotional
advertising, as used in the former 'Pricecheck' campaign, should be provided free by Government and a 'Reclaim Mark' on the lines of the
British Standards Institute 'Kitemark' should be prominently featured.
Concurrent television advertising would explain the benefits of recycling
listed in paragraphs 12-19 above. It would be necessary throughout the
scheme to avoid causing public frustration either by creating demand
for products not in the shops or encouraging the saving of waste
materials in advance of stimulating their consumption.
In addition to public demand, attention should be given to purchasing
by industry and the public sector. Industry will best be persuaded by
price considerations and again the VAT announcement should serve
as a suitable trigger. The support of the Chambers of Trade, the Confederation of British Industry, the Institute of Purchasing and Supply
and of the industrial trade press should be sought. It is to be stressed
that this should be a short, sharp promotional campaign, designed to
stimulate interest and awareness, in no way intended to interfere with
the normal conduct of industry, which is already reacting to excessive
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Government interference. However, given the self evident benefits of
reclaim, it would seem reasonable for public corporations to include
import reduction targets in their capital investment programmes.
Likewise questions regarding the use of reclaimed materials should be
included in the application form for an Industrial Development Certificate or for Regional Development Grants. We are informed that
Government purchase orders for paper products go to tenders which
use wastepaper if price and other matters are equal. We feel this is
insufficient and that in line with American practice an absolute minimum reclaim content should be specified for each category of the
substantial volume of central and local government purchases.
63 There is encouraging news on the use of wastepapers for insulation
New board, notably from Canada, and given the growth of the insulation
Products industry this could be very important. In the U.K., particularly in areas
where little straw is produced, shredded paper has proved useful as
bedding for animals and under laboratory conditions has been used as
a 30% constituent of cattle feed.
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8 Leadership in the war on waste
64
The
Waste Management
Advisory Council

It is clear that any national campaign against waste faces a tremendous
obstacle in that so many diverse groups of people are involved, often
with apparently conflicting interests. We in this country pride ourselves
on having established effective government with democracy in our
national life, so why should successful national recycling management
policies evade us? Oxfam believes that one major problem lies in the
nature of the body set up by the Government to guide, namely the
Waste Management Advisory Council. About half its members have a
professional or commercial interest and, while admirably qualified to
provide the Council with information, they are patently unsuited to
assess the evidence and draw up policies. What are they expected to do
if the national interest appears to conflict with the interest of the
company or authority they represent? It is recommended that the
Council be reconstituted as a far smaller group of people with relevant
experience of affairs but independent of any vested interest. They
should have full opportunity to summon experts from industry, local
government or research institutions, but, once this evidence has been
adequately examined, anyone outside the Council should be excluded
from final decision-making. The Government should clearly delegate
to this body the setting up of a National Plan - a list of achievable
key objectives for the Directorate of the National Anti-Waste Campaign
and the other Government Departments involved, with clear target
dates for completion. Standard management by objectives should be
used to monitor results and assess the performance of the appointed
leadership. Any failure thereafter must be clearly attributed to a lack
of political will and reluctance to allocate necessary resources and should
be the subject of parliamentary debate.

65
Professional
Qualifications

Because the development of successful domestic waste recycling schemes
involves consideration of economics, accounting, engineering, marketing/
public relations and public administration no single professional qualification exists for management or technical leadership in the field. The
Institute of Solid Waste Management is attempting to progress from
being a local government association and to involve industry and the
academic world. This is to be encouraged but equally important is the
establishment of a professional membership qualification leading to
Chartered Engineer status or equivalent. In due course it is to be hoped
that the larger local authorities would employ specialist managers
qualified in reclamation rather than regard this as an additionl responsibility for environmental health officers, to be shared with waste disposal,
street cleaning or pollution control. Likewise, larger industrial firms
might well justify the cost effectiveness of a specialist reclamation
manager, a job normally delegated to the buyer or yard foreman or
treated as a non-accountable perk for a senior executive.
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9 Problems and opportunities of
particular materials
66
Refuse Derived
Fuel (RDF)

Because refuse has a high content of organic materials such as paper,
plastics and textiles, its use as a fuel for industrial or domestic heating
is an obvious possibility. Development work is proceeding at the Warren
Spring Laboratory and a number of full-scale schemes have operated
— notably the district heating incinerator at Nottingham and an IMI
power generation plant in the West Midlands. Like the experience in
the U.S.A. (paragraph 39) it has not all proved cost-effective and the
technology introduces its own problems of breakdowns, inflexibility
and pollution control. In particular the construction of RDF plants discourages recycling of valuable high grade paper, plastics and textiles
because their pre-extraction may reduce the calorific value of the
residue below an acceptable level. However, the experience in Kirklees
was that the Wastesaver domestic collections had no noticeable effect
on the operation of the modern Huddersfield incinerator. Our view is
that the use of refuse as a low grade fuel is preferable to other waste
disposal practices but should be a complement, not an alternative, to
source separation of the most valuable recyclable components and
designs should take account of any effect this may have on calorific
values and compensate, for example, by mixing with coal.

67
High
Grade
Wastepaper

The low grade wastepaper industry has been discussed in some detail.
High grade wastepaper presents a very different picture. Demand and
processing capacity are adequate to absorb all that can be procured and
the opportunity for expansion lies in an increase in collections. However, it can be said with confidence that the wastepaper trade, which
makes its profits in this area, has achieved a high degree of efficiency in
collecting wherever it can economically do so and where the level of
contraries is sufficiently low. Much of the vast pile of wastepaper
generated by smaller offices goes uncollected, first, because of the
high level of such contraries as plastic coffee cups and carbon paper,
and secondly, because it arises in small quantities which need frequent
collection.
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An intermediate technology sorting plant of the kind mentioned in
paragraph 37 could take city centre office and trade waste collections,
particularly if they were segregated from other refuse in a twin chamber
compactor vehicle and sorted to a high standard, leading to the recovery
of much high grade paper with top revenue value. This kind of employment, engineered to an adequate standard of hygiene and working
conditions, is precisely what is needed for the large number of people
who find useful employment impossible to obtain in Britain in the
1980s.
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69
Steel

The steel industry can be regarded as probably the most successful in
scrap reclamation terms. Modern steelmaking employs about 50 tonnes
of scrap to make 100 tonnes of new steel and the foundry industry is
almost totally scrap-dependent. At about 19 million tonnes per annum
(as against 2 million tonnes of paper), ferrous scrap is the largest
salvage industry. The industry does an excellent job but lacks the means
to control demand to prevent market collapse in time of depression.
There are two significant sources of ferrous scrap which are not adequately tapped — domestic tin cans and rural scrap arisings.

70
Tin Can
Recovery

Many local authorities operate magnetic extractors on waste processing
systems and sell baled tin cans to industry for the production of refined
iron. This is a low grade material due to the metallurgically contaminating effect of the tin coating and prices rarely justify the cost of extraction, baling and transportation. The tin can be totally removed and the
steel restored to top grade by the unique detinning process operated by
the Batchelor Robinson Group of Companies on Teesside and in South
Wales. Hitherto only clean cans could be treated and in practical terms
this restricted the operation to industrial process scrap from can manufacturing. A company was formed to apply the process to cans extracted from domestic sources and reports are encouraging. A new
machine at the municipal incinerator, Stoke-on-Trent, separates all the
cans for detinning, but the machinery is extremely expensive. Sadly,
the dramatic upsurge in international tin values has been countered by
the steady fall in scrap steel prices (so that at £6000+ per tonne the
61bs of tin in every tonne of tinplate are worth as much as the
2200 lbs of steel) and no doubt the extension of these vigorous and
imaginative industrial initiatives will be dependent on the recovery of
the steel market. During the first two years, from the very modest
operation at Oxfam Wastesaver, up to 50 tonnes per annum of top
quality shredded tinplate was dispatched, the yield from about 5000
households, and a good price was received for it. Initially it was feared
that householders, would give dirty tins or object to cleaning them.
This was not the case in practice as little difficulty was found in including cans at the end of dishwashing (using no extra water or energy
thereby). Beverage cans do not require washing.

71 The Tyne and Wear mechanical refuse separation plant includes magnetic
extraction prior to washing and detinning. We believe that, in an experimental intermediate technology manual sorting plant such as mentioned previously, tests should be conducted to compare the costs of
these two alternative means of recovering clean cans for detinning.
Whichever proves to be the more economical, assistance should be given
to establish detinning plants in various locations, close to centres of
population. The prize is substantial: about ten thousand million cans
are used each year, a million tonnes of steel, worth over £20 million
after detinning and nearly three thousand tonnes of tin, worth about
the same and a resource of increasing global scarcity. Above all, the
nation must avoid tipping this treasure on the countryside simply
because current market prices do not enable Batchelor Robinson to
make a profit in return for their labours and investment.
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However, before capital investment decisions are taken, perhaps one
question should be settled. Tin can manufacturing technology is chang28

ing fast; all-aluminium cans are with us already; tin-free steel cans are
under development. Glass and plastic food packaging is being steadily
improved; the price of virgin tin has rocketed over the past two years
due to producer pressure, particularly from Bolivia. Can we be sure that
tin cans will be in large volume use in twenty years time? That this
kind of question is very difficult to answer is one of the strongest arguments for intermediate recycling technology and investment in versatile
people rather than expensive, inflexible machines.
73
Rural
Steel
Scrap

74
Glass

75

The advent of the vehicle-mounted hydraulic scrap grab has purged the
British countryside of derelict cars, cookers and perambulators as no
threats of prosecution or exhortations to 'Keep Britain Tidy' ever
managed. However, steel scrap still abounds in farmyards, fields and
ditches. The Waste Management Advisory Council proposed (but failed
to execute) a 'once and for all' collection of steel scrap and this sensible
arrangement should be executed as soon as steel scrap demand recovers
or a national stockpile is agreed. Local authorities should collaborate
with the steel scrap merchants on a franchise basis. The merchant could
be promised no competition within a defined area if he agreed to
collect all material in that area, extracted by teams of young people
employed under the Job Creation Programme. Ramblers Associations
and similar bodies should join with the National Farmers' Union and
Young Farmers' Groups to search out rusting tractors or bathtubs.
Incidentally, plastic fertiliser sacks could be rounded up during the
same exercise; their weight and consistency should offset costs of
washing prior to regranulation.
Glass provides the nearest thing to a Dreyfus case that is ever likely in
recycling circles! The battle of words orbits around that innocent
looking item - the glass beverage bottle. Conservationists decry the
industry's unwillingness to re-use it; the industry points to the public's
failure to return it; housewives hoard it in cellars and lament that no
one will collect it for recycling. In Canada and certain states of the
U.S.A. it is banned unless it carries a deposit. Shudders run through the
bodies of glass industry executives at the prospect of a 'bottle bill'.
Let us speak plainly. When Oxfam entered the glass recycling business
in 1975, we thought the conservationists might be right, despite a
generous cheque from the Glass Manufacturers Federation. Three years
and nearly a thousand tonnes of glass later we were much less sure.
The problems of sorting hundreds of different bottle types (yes, there
are all the arguments about standardisation - it is common sense, but
do people want it?), the administration and retail space needed for
deposit returns, the cost of cleaning and of transporting large volumes
of fresh air and plastic crates, the confusion in the bottling plant,
all add up to give the manufacturers a case — not an overwhelming case
but a good one. We do not feel the conservationists' case is as convincing. The raw materials of glass making are profuse; their high
volume extraction and transportation can be so mechanised as to maintain low costs. The energy used in remelting is offset by the energy of
transporting returned empties and the reduced material content of
surface-treated one-trip bottles. The excellent analysis by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency23 needs recalculating for U.K.
distances and population densities.
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Of all the vital issues in recycling, the one-trip bottle seems to have
received an unwarrantable degree of attention. To redirect energies
and money to more important issues we propose a truce, to be agreed
between representatives of the major conservation groups and the glass
manufacturing industry. Let us have a five year moratorium on propaganda against the one-trip bottle or pressure for bottle bill legislation.
During that time-let there be voluntary acceptance by the beverage
manufacturers and the distribution industry that only deposit bottles
will be distributed in certain areas of high scenic quality (such as the
National Parks) or high risk injury (such as seaside resorts). Perhaps
a specially designed, extra strong 'countryside' bottle, standard for all
beverages, could be produced for this purpose. At the end of this
period let us assess the gains and losses. In the meantime conservationists
could join industry in developing and extending the admirable 'Bottle
Bank' scheme to increase the amount of good cullet which is returned
to the glass works.
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Much excellent research is being sponsored by the glass industry, particularly at University College, Cardiff, to find alternative uses for
cullet. Many elegant and interesting options have emerged but it seems
to us that, while pure research is never wasted and just possibly some
revolutionary discovery may be made, this research is misdirected
because there is a perfectly good use for cullet, namely making glass
bottles, and the industry cannot get enough of it for this purpose.
We recommend that the research be reorientated towards finding
applications which cannot be satisfied except by glass rather than
seeking additional applications for glass which are currently economically satisfied by other materials.
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Plastics

While the other package-producing industries labour with the responsibilities of recycling the discards they have produced, the plastics
industry grows yearly but virtually ignores any plastics waste outside
its own factories. A handful of small companies operate regranulation
plants and these proliferated following the OPEC crisis but their mortality rate is phenomenal. One or two refuse sack manufacturers offer
sacks made from reclaim, on long delivery and at prices only marginally
below those of sacks made from virgin material. No reader of the trade
paper Plastics and Rubber Weekly would guess that the science of
recycling existed; nor would the student of RAPRA - the Rubber and
Plastics Research Association. Plastics and Rubber Weekly of 1st July
1977 greeted the Government's 'Guide to Voluntary Waste Collection'
with the helpful headline 'A Waste of Time'! These bodies should initiate
a reclamation programme for the industry.
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At 2% by weight and far more by volume of all solid waste, and with
Japan, at over 10% by weight, as an indicator of the future, the plastics
industry, fed off pure petroleum, has an enormous responsibility to
discharge. The problems are those of purity. Having failed to adopt any
code of material identification, having exploited to the full the versatility
of plastics in combination with other materials, having penetrated the
supermarket display stands with their plethora'of adhesive paper labels
and their miscellany of variegated chemical contents from lemon juice
to lethal weed killers, it is rare for the products of the plastics industry
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to occur in waste in any concentration of pure polymer. These problems can be solved and the Mitsubishi machine described in paragraph 41
is one solution but at heavy capital cost. U.K.-developed alternatives
have not survived.
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An example of imaginative research which never achieved commercial
life was the development, following that most motivational event — the
OPEC crisis, under the auspices of the footwear industry association
SATRA, of high quality shoe heels made from used polystyrene coffee
cups. British purchasing power was diverted into the pockets of the
Arab oil sheikhs, demand for plastics fell sharply, leaving an excess
of production capacity, which caused a price war, which in turn eroded
the cost differential between virgin and reclaimed material. This project
should be resurrected when demand returns. The research and development of reclamation in the U.K. cannot be left to industry or to industry
associations like RAPRA dependent on commissions from their members. The Government laboratory at Warren Springs provides a useful
additional dimension but has been weighed down with the technical
problems of mechanical refuse sorting so that it has tackled few of the
demanding problems such as are described above. There is need for a
Reclamation Research and Development Council, operating on lines
similar to the Social Science or Medical Research Councils, with adequate
funds, autonomy and a degree of flexibility in applying them to projects
which are of benefit to the community if not to any commercial
sector. The current level of research expenditure in the U.K. Oust over
£1 million in 1974/5) is inadequate for an industry whose potential
savings are so substantial. We understand that the EEC is conducting
research in this field but no results have yet become available.
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Insistence by local authorities on reclaim as the raw material of all
refuse sacks would create a base load for the regranulation industry,
from which other applications could grow in commercial viability.
However, the increasing use of high density polyethylene for refuse
sacks (it can be identified because it crackles under the fingers) is a
further example of overspecification of material grade proving an
obstacle to the practical use of reclaim.
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Aluminium

Aluminium is another controversial material inasmuch as the enormous
energy consumption and pollution produced in the course of smelting
from bauxite make it a basically inappropriate material for packaging
and other domestic uses ;/ these culminate in it being tipped on a
landfill site. Conversely, the ease with which, once collected, it can be
remelted to top quality material, with no loss of physical properties,
could make it the environmentalist's dream packaging material. The
prospects of achieving high recovery rates are greatly enhanced by
recent increases in the price paid for aluminium scrap and by the extent
to which these exceed the cost of transporting it around the country,
but this is offset by the thinness of foil and sheet in everyday use. As
many Brownie packs or Guide Dogs for the Blind sponsors have discovered, there are about 5 million milk bottle tops to the tonne of
aluminium.
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If the domestic use of this material was likely to be restricted to bottle
closures, cooking foil and dishes for convenience foods, it is unlikely
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that the industry would show great enthusiasm for tackling the problem. However, the scene is radically altered by the extended application
of aluminium. As well as beverage cans with aluminium tops, substantial
numbers of cans made entirely of aluminium are now being sold in
Britain. Here is a unique opportunity for the industry to mount a
publicity campaign to explain to the public how to discriminate between
all-aluminium and tinplate cans and to encourage recovery through a
simple collection network, such as is provided by our own organisation.*
This will only be achieved with the positive co-operation of the beverage industry which is fragmented and lacks unified leadership. Efforts
which we have made continually over the past two years, to have
reclamation instructions written on all-aluminium cans and to mount
a public education campaign, should be implemented by the Industry.
We have met much enthusiasm in principle but with certain exceptions
little willingness to take positive action. The prize is substantial: one
brewery alone will use all-aluminium cans with a reclaim value of about
£2 million in Britain each year. If, as is happening, we allow these to
be tipped as refuse then the conservationist's complaint is justified and
we must accept that aluminium is not socially or economically acceptable as a packaging material.
84
Textiles

Oxfam is now one of the largest textile sorting firms in Britain. For this
reason, as we explain in paragraph 64, we do not feel we are sufficiently
disinterested to advocate national policies on this material, except as
mentioned in the next chapter.

*A scheme operated by Alcoa in Edinburgh does not appear to have been very
successful. Oxfam has a large number of aluminium collection points throughout Britain, many of them shops in readily accessible suburban areas with a
simple national collection network operated by National Carriers Ltd.
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10 The effect of reclamation on
Third World economies
85

We at Oxfam are sometimes challenged, 'surely by practising reclamation
in Britain, you are harming the economies of Third World countries'.
This is a relevant comment and Oxfam must think clearly about the
international impact of reclamation. Some Third World countries
export virgin raw materials and often this is their prime source of
foreign exchange. Additional reclamation in the industrialised countries
will reduce demand and may depress market prices, at first sight a
serious setback. Oxfam's experience in eighty five developing countries
has been, however, that wealth from mineral extraction, by nature
highly mechanised and centralised, rarely trickles down to the poor.
It usually remains in the hands of an urban elite who use it to develop
a Western lifestyle. Mining is rarely labour intensive and because it
generates its own capital, mechanisation has developed rapidly. The
tragedy of many Third World countries with rich mineral deposits is
that rather than an increase in employment and in the universal standard of living, mineral wealth has only brought foreign interference,
puppet dictatorships, migration from the land and rising prices. It is a
myth that high, wasteful consumption by the developed countries
provides wealth for the poor of the Third World.
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Every Third World nation that exports one or two basic raw commodities imports goods manufactured from a dozen others. The recent
inflation that has worried the economies of the rich has devastated
those of the poor nations. As exponential growth of consumption bites
deeper and some resources become scarcer, while all become more
expensive to extract, this effect will become more pronounced. For the
few Third World countries whose governments try to use mineral
wealth for social reconstruction and development, the terms of trade,
dominated by Western multinationals, governments and commodity
exchanges, cannot be regarded as favourable to the producers. However, it may be that the exercise of producer power in OPEC, followed
by the similar, though weaker, liaisons among other commodity producers and increasing influence of the Group of 77 at the UN is slowly
improving the imbalance, although a series of UNCTAD conferences
have represented one disappointment after another. If the terms of
trade are going to tilt a little further in favour of the Third World,
resources left in the ground today will appreciate in value.
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In general principle, therefore, Oxfam believes that the overall benefits
of vigorous recycling in the rich world will not be outweighed by damage
to Third World economies. However, let us examine some commodities
individually.
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88
Iron
and Steel

High grade exploitable iron ores are widespread and abundant. A UN
survey revealed enormous reserves and there have been important
discoveries as far apart as Canada, West Africa, China and Australia
— sufficient to meet all needs for the foreseeable future.

89
Glass and
Plastics

Glass manufacture involves no imported raw materials, the main saving
being energy. In regard to plastics too we are in no doubt that the
reduction of world consumption of petroleum, by all possible means,
is in the long term interests of every nation in the world.

90
Paper and
Boards

The main suppliers to Europe are Scandinavia and Canada. Within the
Third World, Brazil and Chile have enormous forests, and plan to sell
short fibre pulpwood in Europe within the next few years. It is our
view that anything which delays the deforestation of South America is
in the long term interests of its people and vigorous recycling in the
rich world comes in this category. Possibly in the independent tropical
states of West Africa, Malaysia, etc. there will be a deferment of woodpulp industry expansion. It is from these countries, with their exploding
demand for literacy and consumer goods (and perhaps bureaucracy),
that the notable increases in world demand for paper will arise during
the next two decades. It may be as well for these nations not to trade
this part of their birthright.

91
Tin

Tin is a material whose known geological reserves will satisfy demand
for only another quarter of a century. However, significant substitution
of tinplate by aluminium and tin-free steel in beverage can manufacture
could radically reduce world demand within the next decade. Bolivia,
whose tin mines 13,000 ft up are hand-worked by miners under such
appalling conditions that they constitute the powder magazine of
South American politics, has recently dominated the buffer stock
negotiations of the International Tin Council, with a resulting enormous
increase in world prices for this commodity. So little of these benefits
have reached the mineworkers of La Paz that a delegation from the
National Union of Mineworkers felt compelled to recommend Her
Majesty's Government not to provide aid for the modernization of the
mines, and the Overseas Development Ministry accepted this recommendation. In Malaysia the benefits of tin exports are more fairly
distributed, but this is a region generously blessed with natural resources and spinning out dwindling tin deposits for another few years
will probably cause no significant harm to the poor.

92
Aluminium

The influence of producer power has been clearly felt in the bauxite
extraction industry, notably in the annexation of the bauxite mines
by the Jamaican Government. (After Australia, Jamaica is the second
largest producer.) The multinational aluminium companies have
responded by intensifying the development of alternative sources and
techniques of extraction and smelting although it is unlikely that these
will be effective for a decade. Clearly the Jamaicans have an eye to the
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development of markets in the non-aligned world during this period.
World consumption of aluminium is increasing rapidly and although
recycling of aluminium in the U.K. will marginally affect demand and
thereby reduce the power of the Association of Bauxite Producers in
the short term, we doubt whether its effect will be significant in the
long run. However, the situation should be kept under review by
those who have Third World interests at heart.
93 The Kenyan Government has complained of the damage to its young
Textiles textile industry inflicted by imports of low cost clothing, particularly
from charity collections in Europe and the U.S.A. Oxfam stopped
sending clothing overseas (except in disaster emergencies) many years
ago but some U.K. charities still do so and rag merchants find the
trade lucrative. We urge that this practice be reconsidered.
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11 Conclusion and summary of
recommendations
94

Given the present worldwide economic uncertainties and the prospect
of resource failures on a horrific scale, the importance of material
conservation is generally recognized but has not been matched by
achievement. In this report Oxfam has attempted to identify those
significant opportunities which, if seized, would constitute a domestic
waste reclamation strategy for Britain. The report analyses the incentives necessary to create demand for recycled materials, considers
the importance of profit to the nation rather than to individual operators,
and emphasises the need for flexible community-based schemes that
create employment rather than expensive high technology ones. We
therefore urge the bodies listed below to give earnest and urgent consideration to the proposals we put forward. Specifically we recommend
that:
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THE DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRY should repeat incentives to
investment in wastepaper consuming industry. Assistance up to 50%,
in addition to regional development incentives, should be available
in return for a commitment to raise prices paid for U.K.-collected
wastepaper (paragraph 60). The Department of Industry should set
up a Reclamation Research and Development Council with adequate
funds to promote work which benefits the community but no commercial body (paragraph 80).

96 THE DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRY and THE DEPARTMENT OF
THE ENVIRONMENT should reconstitute the Waste Management
Advisory Council as a smaller, expert body but exclusive of people
with vested interests (paragraph 64). This reconstituted WASTE
MANAGEMENT ADVISORY COUNCIL should set key objectives for
the Director of the National Anti-Waste Programme and monitor
achievements against them. Problems in implementation of agreed
objectives should be distinguished from political decisions to deny
resources (paragraph 66). The new council should also execute its
proposed 'once and for all' steel scrap collection as soon as steel scrap
demand recovers or a national stockpile is organised. This should be a
job creation exercise mounted jointly by local authorities, scrap merchants and countryside organisations (paragraph 73).
97

THE DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT should continue
strong financial backing for development work on mechanical refuse
separation (paragraphs 43 and 47). It should also fund construction of
an experimental intermediate technology recycling plant, fed by
collections of separated materials from households. This should be seen
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as an employment-generating project (paragraphs 37 and 47). Particular attention should be given to the separation of high grade papers
from office waste in such a plant (paragraph 68).
98

THE DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT, with the Waste
Management Advisory Council, should launch a concentrated public
persuasion campaign, to accompany the introduction of zero VAT on
the theme

Recycled Materials are Good for Britain.
This should be accompanied by special promotions of products labelled
with a 'Reclaim Mark' (paragraph 61).
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THE DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT should set up Regional
Reclamation Boards to fund community recycling projects. Grants
should be based on, and up to 50% of, the calculable economic benefit
to the community. Profits from funded schemes should be ploughed
back (paragraph 47).

100

THE TREASURY should give zero or even negative VAT rating to
products containing over a specified level of reclaimed material (paragraph 60).

101

THE MANPOWER SERVICES COMMISSION should encourage the
creation of jobs in waste recycling under its programmes (paragraph 54).

102

ALL GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS should extend the above
campaign into industrial purchasing. The use of reclaimed materials
should be explored in applications for Industrial Development Certificates or Regional Development Grants (paragraph 62).

103

PARLIAMENT should amend the Control of Pollution Act 1974 to
provide mandatory bonus payments by the waste disposal authority
to any organisation which collects waste from domestic premises for
recycling (paragraph 53).

104

LOCAL AUTHORITY JOINT PURCHASING ORGANISATIONS
should set up waste material sales offices, manned by experienced
technical salesmen, to negotiate fair contracts for the sale of reclaimed
materials (paragraph 58). Local authorities should also insist on the use
of reclaimed plastics in refuse sack manufacture (paragraph 81).

105

GOVERNMENT AND INDUSTRY should, at present, give preference
to labour intensive recycling schemes using flexible intermediate
technologies rather than sophisticated, capital intensive, high technology plants (paragraphs 37-47, 72 and Appendix II).
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106

THE PUBLICLY OWNED INDUSTRIES should include targets for
import reduction through waste reclamation in their capital investment programmes (paragraph 62).

107

THE PAPER AND BOARD INDUSTRY should intensify investment in
waste consuming plant to exploit further the costs/benefits of waste
as a base feedstock, topped up by imported virgin pulp. In particular,
the building of additional efficient newsprint de-inking plants should
be a priority, coupled with technical developments leading to reclaimed
newsprint strong enough for high speed printing and bright enough to
appease advertisers (paragraph 60).

108

THE ALUMINIUM PACKAGING INDUSTRY should include explicit
recycling instructions on all packaging containing aluminium, especially
beverage cans (paragraph 83).

109

THE PLASTICS INDUSTRY should institute a programme to develop
the use of reclaimed plastics in preference to petroleum based feedstock
(paragraph 78 and 79). In particular it should support and continue
the work at the footwear industry association SATRA on the manufacture of shoe heels from polystyrene coffee cups (paragraph 80).

110

THE REFUSE VEHICLE MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY should
develop a twin chamber compactor vehicle and test it on combined
collections of separated waste materials and domestic refuse (paragraph
50).

111

THE INSTITUTE OF SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT should establish
a professional qualification in reclamation, of a status equal to that of
Chartered Engineer (paragraph 65).

112

CHARITIES and RAG MERCHANTS should reconsider the practice of
exporting secondhand garments to Third World countries whose textile
industries may be damaged thereby (paragraph 93).

113

CONSERVATION GROUPS should agree with the GLASS AND
BEVERAGE INDUSTRIES a five year moratorium on propaganda
about non-returnable bottles and conduct trials using only a standard
deposit 'Countryside Bottle' in National Parks and near beaches, and
should wholeheartedly give support to the glass industry's 'Bottle Bank'
scheme (paragraph 76).
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Appendix I
The beginning of the Wastesaver Centre — what we
tried to do
Early in 1975 Oxfam started the Wastesaver Centre in an old textile
mill in Huddersfield with support from the Kirklees Metropolitan
Council. The aim was to experiment with waste collection, sorting,
and selling for recycling, with the object of making money for Oxfam's
work overseas. There were two main sources of material — a regular
collection from 6,000 local households, and consignments of surplus
textiles and clothing from hundreds of Oxfam shops throughout the
country.
The Wastesaver Centre caught many peoples' imagination and evoked
an enthusiastic response from local householders. Those who joined
in the regular collection used a 'dumpy', a tubular steel stand holding
four different coloured plastic sacks to take their waste, 1) for newspapers, 2) for mixed newspapers and magazines, 3) for glass bottles,
jars, plastics and tin cans, and 4) for second-hand garments, books, and
bric-a-brac. At the Centre staff sorted, processed and packaged the
waste mainly for sale to industry. In addition to a small permanent
staff, a number of school leavers were recruited under the government's
job creation programme, and several disabled people who could not
find work elsewhere were employed. Some of the necessary machinery
and transport was donated by the industries concerned. The 'biggest
Oxfam shop in the world' was housed in the mill, and recycled, by
selling to the local community, clothes, books, toys, repaired furniture
and electrical goods.
After eighteen months the dumpy collection was proving successful in
volume terms, but collection costs had risen by 40% and the capital
cost of the dumpy by 60%. In 1977 it was decided to experiment with
single green plastic bins, leaving the main sorting operation to be
carried out at the centre. At the same time, the collection and processing
of glass, tin cans, and plastic were discontinued as uneconomic. During
the first three years transport costs, wages, and the costs of running an
old and far from purpose-built mill rose steeply, while prices paid for
waste material from industry remained almost static. Had the future
looked brighter, the experiment might have continued, but, in retrospect, Wastesaver could not have been worse timed from the point of
view of the national economy. In 1978 the household collection was
stopped, a decision was taken to concentrate only on textiles and
aluminium, and in 1979 the centre moved to newer smaller more
economic premises.
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The current operation
The majority of the material received by the Centre comes from Oxfam
shops. The shops forward to Wastesaver clothing and surplus textiles
which are unsaleable. A contract between Wastesaver and National
Carriers Ltd. (N.C.L.) facilitates delivery from all over the country.
Textiles are also obtained from other charities who supply Wastesaver
on a commercial basis, with amounts and prices fixed by negotiation,
which benefits both parties.
Aluminium, first introduced in 1977, is collected by Oxfam supporters
and others throughout the country. Collecting points are provided
at many Oxfam shops for onward dispatch by N.C.L. to Wastesaver.
Other charities and organisations also make collections which are sent
to Wastesaver.
Textiles

The clothing and textiles sent to the Centre are sorted into various
grades of rag. For example, white wool is the most highly prized and
fetches the highest price, as it can be dyed for use in 'new' textiles,
and is made into felt. Cotton and some man-made fibres are sold for
industrial wipers, and for 'shoddy' which is respun to make low cost
textiles. Wool, cotton, and man-made fibres are also made into wadding
for furniture, underfelt for carpeting, and roofing felt.

Aluminium

Clean bottle tops, foil containers, ring pulls and tear tags, and allaluminium drink cans can be recycled. These items are baled for sale to
industry for recycling. Twenty tons of aluminium can be recycled for
the same amount of energy required to make one ton of new material
from bauxite.

An assessment — and the future
The Wastesaver has been an interesting experiment in waste recycling.
It has proved conclusively that the public will respond in a sustained
fashion to a well-run recycling scheme. (The success of Bottle Banks
around the country is further evidence in this respect.) Yet it has
clarified, as this report tries to show, the underlying weakness in the
British economy as an environment for domestic waste reclamation.
Rising transport costs have been the major inhibiting factor, and they
remain the question mark for the future. Provided that these and other
running costs do not rise proportionately faster than the prices obtaining for the materials, it is up to Oxfam and its supporting public to
maintain the throughput of textiles and aluminium to ensure the future
of what is now a growing and profitable operation.
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Appendix II
Assessment of reclamation worldwide
High Technology Schemes

Intermediate Technology
Schemes

Representative
projects

Helsingborg, Funabashi, WorthWarren Spring, Doncaster,
many U.S.A. resource recovery ing, glass in Switzerland, U.S.A.
community schemes, Oxfam
plants

Capital cost

High - uses sophisticated
machinery for all operations
including sorting

Modest — uses machines to
handle and process materials
only — sorting is manual

Labour cost

Low

May be high

Employment creation Poor — mainly skilled maintenance trades

Good — provides many unskilled
jobs

Scale

Large — city size

Small - town or community
size

Siting

Need sites separate from
residential areas

Can be within communities
which generate the waste

Pollution

Complex controls needed due
high volume of input
and sorting media

No serious problems from modest
volume or pre-sorted input

Flexibility in response Inflexible, expensive fixed
to changes in waste
plant
composition or market s

Highly flexible, uses multifunctional basic equipment

Community involvement

Civic pride but little involvement

High — depends on householders'
co-operation in separating at
source

Economics

May be wrecked by variations in markets which in
turn it affects

Low profitability 'offset' by
other community benefits and
flexibility of operation

Effect on material
grades*

Downgrades materials

Segregates valuable high grade
materials

*lt is important that those who take decisions affecting the waste reclamation industries should
appreciate that different grades of the same material may have totally separate sources, markets,
production methods and physical characteristics. For example, although they are called 'paper',
policies which may be applied to best white letter papers can be quite inappropriate to newsprint or
household tissues. For readers who wish to pursue this subject more fully, an information sheet is
available from Wastesaver.
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Glossary of abbreviations and
technical terms
bmp
cullet
ergonomics
feedstock
Ldcs
OPEC
Polymer
Pyrolysis
RAPRA
RDF
Reclaim
SATRA
UNCTAD
WMAC

Baled mixed paper. The most common grade of wastepaper produced
by local authorities.
Clean broken glass used as a raw material for glassmaking.
The consideration of human characteristics in the design of machines.
Raw material input to a manufacturing process.
Less developed countries.
Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries.
Another name for plastic.
A chemical process, which decomposes organic materials with accompanying generation of heat.
The Rubber and Plastics Industry Research Association.
Refuse Derived Fuel, usually in pellet form with a calorific value
about half that of coal.
Raw material produced by reclamation.
Shoe-making and Allied Trades Research Association.
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development.
Waste Management Advisory Council.
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